[Effects of new discharge criteria incorporating DOTS on treatment outcome of patients with smear-positive tuberculosis].
Some problems remain in the treatment of tuberculosis (TB) in Japan, with a higher prevalence of TB, low percentages of completed therapy and cases given DOTS, and longer admission period compared to the United States. We defined our own new criteria for discharge as sputum smear negativity instead of culture negativity, modified according to CDC criteria with shortened admission periods. However, the effects on treatment outcome have not been evaluated. The aim of this study was to ensure the effectiveness of the new criteria, including DOTS undertaken after discharge. Group I comprised 459 cases hospitalized between January 2000 and December 2002 that were discharged under the old criteria, while Group II comprised 259 cases hospitalized between January 2003 and April 2004 that were discharged under the new criteria. We tried to undertake DOTS in cooperation with local health centers. The main outcome measures were admission period, treatment completion and relapse rates at 1 year after the completion of treatment. The new criteria enabled median admission period to be shortened from 84 days to 69 days, although patients in Group II were older and displayed more severe tuberculosis lesions compared to Group I. DOTS coverage rate increased significantly from 5.9% to 40.5%, and treatment completion rate, percentage of lost cases and relapse rate for completed cases at 1 year changed from 83.0% to 86.6%, 6.3% to 3.9%, and 2.5% to 2.5%, respectively. No significant differences in these 3 rates were noted between Groups I and II. The new criteria incorporating DOTS enabled shortened admission period without any adverse effect on treatment outcomes.